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Yes, everyone would agree. Mobile Legends. It does not have an edge or age when you are very much into it. Some people may not perceived it as beneficial. I for one had seen and observed that most of the pupils with their android phones as well as their gadget have that application and they are actually being given as one of their priorities. The students are having their allowances and allotting it to load for their favorite online games. Sometime they think they are involved on that particular game. They even had their varieties of wallpapers for the particular characters in their notebooks and school supplies.

The dilemma comes in not with how they play the game, but on how they are given more time to be involved in the game. As they are in sync with the game, they think that they are actually doing an entertainment.

I myself think that mobile legend is an interesting game however anything not in moderation may fail us to become a good individual as to reach our full capacity.
Therefore, here are the tips on what to do if you see students whom are not yet addicted to mobile legends but could be helped to minimize their potentials in exploiting all their efforts and talents with the online game or any other online games that may be the culprit for what they are negatively feeling.

Here are the tips:

1. Make sure that when the students enter the school premises and has gadget be cautious on how they may use their gadgets during idle time. They may see opportunities; let them however guide them to be responsible.

2. Be a guide to them. Teach them but not yell at them. This may help them see that you are interested to them and care for their welfare.

3. Talk about the online games sometimes with the other students and let them release their perspectives, in that way you will see their perspective and become equipped on what to do if in case, there is an alarming stage.

4. Be a friend, not an enemy. Befriend those children and try to become part of their world. Sometimes they may see that these little acts may increase their attention towards studying because they know that their teacher understand how they feel towards the online games especially the most popular among them, the mobile legends.

Remember teachers are here to guide and facilitate learning; after all, there may be secrets of learning embedded on the game. Let us discover it together with our students!
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